INTRODUCING
OUR NEWEST
TOOL,
LINKER™
DEVELOPER
EDITION.

FEATURES

Using our developer API,
create endless possibilities in
accessing data from Walmart’s
Retail Link website.

KKFIRST TO DELIVER Delivery Window report / MABD (Must Arrive
By Date) data

KKBuilt with Microsoft .Net Framework 4.5 (to be released on 4.6
upon RTM)
KKAccess an unlimited number of Retail Link accounts from one
computer for one price
KKAsynchronous and Parallel programming allows for multiple
downloads for multiple users at once
KKIncludes multiple console applications for automation in
Task Scheduler or one‑time usage
KKTo include an optional web management portal (release
date TBD)

KKFIRST TO DELIVER Supplier View In Stock Tool (SVIST) data
CONSOLE APPLICATIONS
PROVIDED

SUMMARY OF API CALLS
PROVIDED

KK Download Done reports and
Resubmit erred reports
KK Submit reports and resubmit
erred reports
KK List a users’ report status
KK Download Delivery Window data
KK Download SVIST data

KK Retrieve a list of saved reports
KK Retrieve a list of report statuses
KK Submit any saved report
KK Delete a report from the
status screen
KK Download any Done or already
Retrieved report
KK Submit multiple reports all at once
KK Resubmit erred reports
KK Unzip reports
KK List of all reports and their status
KK Strongly typed object data for
Delivery Window & SVIST data
KK Calculate Walmart week for any
given date
KK Calculate Last Year’s Walmart
week factoring in years with
53 weeks
KK Download without marking a
report as Retrieved
KK Move a saved report to a
different folder
KK Empty the Recycle bin
KK Get a user’s profile information
KK Event handlers that provide real
time information

CONSOLE APPLICATION
FEATURES
KK Utilize tokens and string matching
like “harvest*” to match all
reports that begin with “harvest”
on all console applications
KK Utilize replaceable tokens for
dates and usernames when saving
data to filenames and file paths,
including Walmart dates and
fuzzy dates

www.harvestdatacorp.com
888.355.7994
info@harvestdatacorp.com
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